In coronary angiography (CAG) and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), it is important for radiological technologists to optimize the balance between radiation dose and image quality for physicians to be able to perform CAG and PCI most effectively. Evaluation of image processing is necessary to ensure that technologists can optimally adjust image quality for clinical use to the extent that physicians ---
require. However, few phantoms are available for evaluating fluoroscopic image processing, and this makes it necessary to adjust image quality in clinical settings while utilizing the image processing according to the manufacturer's recommendations. In this study, we developed a dynamic phantom that mimics a pulsating coronary artery for use in image quality analysis of moving images. We also examined whether processed images (image lag) can be physically analyzed. Two issues require special attention in creating a new phantom: establishing the exact position of the simulated blood vessel in the phantom, and providing good reproducibility. The study used the rotational motion of a disk to generate images, with a circular simulated blood vessel on the rotating acrylic disk, with the center of the simulated blood vessel shifted from the center of the acrylic disk. This enabled the reproduction of translational motion of the simulated blood vessel. As a result, because this phantom has signals and afterimages at the same position (of a simulated blood vessel), a quantitative evaluation of the afterimages became possible. In the evaluation of the image processing with the angiograph, it was shown that evaluations of image lag which are typically performed in clinical settings can be performed with the dynamic blood vessel phantom. There are cases where the quality of images does not meet the standards required by the physicians performing CAG and PCI, arising as a result of the processing of the moving images (fluoroscopic images, exposure images). This causes problems for physicians to be able to make accurate diagnoses and perform the treatment effectively; irrespective of skill and technical excellence. The quality of the images required by physicians requires two elements: signal clarity and a low noise level, two elements that exhibit a trade-off relationship. For example, if the guide wire is clearly displayed in a signal, the visibility is reduced as the noise increases. [1] [2] [3] Conversely, if a recursive filter is used to reduce noise, the moving signal will become blurred due to a blurred image lag. This makes it necessary to ensure an appropriately clear signal and not to apply an overly aggressive recursive filter. For this reason, it is necessary to evaluate whether a particular recursive filter is applied appropriately.
For these reasons it is important for radiological technologists to evaluate the image, adjust the image to be optimum for clinical use, and maintain and manage the image quality.
Currently, a variety of devices are commercially available for angiography and other modalities for image evaluation. [4] [5] [6] However, these phantoms commonly display problems when evaluating moving images. For example, commercially available phantoms for still images are not suitable for evaluation of moving images because the images are stationary. 4 With phantoms for moving images, there are also problems: (1) many are designed for CT and MRI, 5 and only a few for evaluation of moving fluoroscopic and exposure images; (2) also there are many phantoms for cardiac functioning analysis 5 but only a few are specialized for the movement of coronary arteries; (3) many are designed for visual evaluations but few for physical evaluations; and (4) there are no devices designed for quantitative evaluations of moving image processing (especially image lags). Further, the movements made by some existing dynamic phantoms 6 may be different from that of the target (blood vessel and other targets) when used for evaluations in clinical settings. For this reason, it is not certain that the actual motion of the coronary artery is accurately represented, and physical evaluations for an objective determination are difficult even when a visual evaluation is possible. Considering the problems described above, it is necessary to create reliable tools that can be simply used for daily observations of images and where it is possible to make adjustments to improve the image quality for clinical use. 7 In this study, we create a dynamic phantom that enables image quality analysis and provides a visual evaluation unique to moving images.
As the subject of this study is for coronary angiography, it is necessary to reproduce the actual motion of the pulsating coronary artery. If a heart phantom that is beating at the current air pressure is used, analysis becomes difficult because the simulated blood vessel phantom added there will move irregularly. There are also problems with reproducibility and such a phantom would be unsuitable for daily use in examinations. There are two issues for special attention in creating a new phantom. First, the exact position of the simulated blood vessel in the phantom must be established, and second it must be possible to provide good reproducibility, and always be able to reproduce the same motion. Overall, a simulated blood vessel phantom that generates images on the screen that are closely similar to those in coronary angiograms is desirable. This study adopted a simple structure that enables physical and visual evaluations using rotational motion. To accommodate this, we developed a dynamic blood vessel phantom that reproduces coronary motion in two dimensions. We aimed to reproduce the pulsating motion of the coronary artery with the new phantom, and substitute the phantom for evaluations and adjustments of image processing in clinical settings. We also examined whether processed images (image lags) can be physically analyzed.
| MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A | Principles of the dynamic blood vessel phantom
Normally, the coronary artery moves three-dimensionally, but on the projected image it shows translational motion. With the phantom we assumed that the movement of the simulated blood vessel is similar to that on the screen. However, the mechanism of the movement is very complicated and cannot be reproduced by regular piston motion. For this reason, we reproduced the pulsating translational motion by rotating the center of the round simulated blood vessel with the center shifted from the center of rotation, as suggested in Fig. 1 .
For this movement, an acrylic disc with a circular aluminum wire of a smaller diameter was used to represent the simulated blood vessel. By shifting the center of rotation of the disc and observing a part of the region, we were able to reproduce the left right motion of the simulated blood vessel.
Here, we assumed a normal (unaffected by any ailment) coronary angiogram with a heart rate of 60 bpm (beats per minute) and a left ventricular ejection fraction of above 60%, and recorded pho- selected a right anterior oblique angle of (RAO) 30°for the imaging angle of the right coronary angiography with the movement distance the largest among these. Figure 2 shows clinical images used for reference. Here, LAO, CAUD, and CRA stand for left anterior oblique angle, caudal, and cranial, respectively.
For the dynamic blood vessel phantom, we used a 60 rpm motor so that one rotation is equivalent to one heartbeat, reproducing normal coronary angiographic images with a heart rate of 60 bpm. For the base of the phantom, we used a 25 mm thick acrylic plate with a motor (rotor) at the center. On the rotor we placed a 200 mm radius 5 mm thick acrylic disc with an aluminum wire in a perfect circle, radius 135 mm, which is assumed to simulate the blood vessel, both on the acrylic base disc with the motor. Assuming a coronary artery, we set the diameter of the simulated blood vessel to 3 mm.
Also, on the base disc we placed an acrylic cylinder with rollers on top at 120-degree intervals, positioned at 20 mm inward from the outer edge of the acrylic disc, so that distortion of the rotational motion is reduced when the acrylic disc rotates on the rollers. Further, we added a 120 mm thick acrylic plate between the acrylic disc (5 mm) and the acrylic base plate (25 mm), making the total thickness of acrylic plate 150 mm, to make the condition of photographing the dynamic blood vessel phantom close to that of the thickness of the human body. By making the thickness of the acrylic plate closer to the thickness of the human body, it became possible to evaluate moving images under clinical imaging conditions. Figure 3 shows the design of the dynamic blood vessel phantom.
2.B | Evaluation of motion
We compared the motion of a coronary artery with the coronary angiography and that of the simulated blood vessel of the dynamic blood vessel phantom. First, we measured the distance which the coronary artery moved on the screen using clinical coronary angiography. The measurement was at the bifurcation of the right coronary artery trunk and the acute marginal (AM) branch. Assuming the maximum diastolic period as the reference criterion, the distances which the coronary artery moved from the reference criterion were measured in every frame. The distances that the coronary artery had moved in the plane were calculated from the number of pixels it was displaced, using ImageJ software. 8 Figure 4 shows the measurement method. Further, we decided to evaluate these distances for three heartbeats of the person (clinical angiogram) we refer to.
Fluoroscopy of the dynamic blood vessel phantom was performed with an apparatus for angiography (Allura Clarity FD20/20, Philips). We used a locally developed coronary angiography program clinically (tube voltage and tube current: Auto, fluoroscope: 7.5 p/ s), with a visual field size of 8 inches. For the geometry of the fluoroscopic photography, the Source Image Distance (SID) was set to 1000 mm, which is closely equivalent to that in the clinical coronary angiography, and the position of the simulated blood vessel was set as the irradiation reference criterion for the patient. A schematic diagram representing this setup is shown in Fig. 5 . Assuming the image of the simulated blood vessel of the obtained dynamic vascular phantom image at the outermost position as a reference image, we measured the distances which the simulated blood vessel moved towards the innermost direction in each frame. Then, the reproducibility was confirmed by comparing the motion of the coronary artery of the clinical image with that of the simulated blood vessel of the dynamic blood vessel phantom.
2.C | Evaluation of image lag
We evaluated the fluoroscopic images and image lags obtained in Experiment B, with the measurement method as shown in Fig 6. The measurement points were set at two positions with different motions.
One, at Point A was for the timing when the simulated blood vessel was at the outermost position, and the other, Point B was the timing when the vessel was moving from the outer to the inner position, the 3 rd frame from Point A. For the measurements, we drew a profile at the center of the image using ImageJ and setting the Region of Interest (ROI) as a width of 150 × 1000 pixels. To prevent the simulated blood vessel, which is a digital signal, from being buried in noise, we provided For the measurements, we used the photographs of four consecutive images, with the earliest image as Frame 0, the next as The developed phantom allowed us to obtain fluoroscopic moving images by changing the pulse rate from 15 f/s to 7.5 f/s under conditions with many different visual image lags (different parameters such as those for image processing). Analysis was performed using the dynamic blood vessel phantom in the manner described above, and the ratio of the image lags was determined. 
2.D | Evaluation of image lags using the recursive filters with different intensities
RMS
n ¼ the number of data, Di = density data of each image, D ¼ mean value of the image density in the data. We extracted frames from the obtained moving images as still images, and visually evaluated them with 10 radiological technologists to determine the applicability for clinical use. Fig. 5 was observed, the coronary artery appeared as translated 40 mm because we shifted the center of rotation of the disc and the simulated blood vessel by 20 mm (Fig. 9) .
| RESULTS
3.A | Principles of the Phantom
3.B | Evaluation of motion
Further, the graph shows that the simulated blood vessels can reproduce a movement that is very similar to that of normal coronary arteries. However, there was a disparity between the movement position of the normal coronary artery and the simulated blood vessel when changing from the systole to part of the blood flow.
3.C | Evaluation of image lag
There were image lags in the fluoroscopic image. Figures 10 and 11 shows the fluoroscopic images of the dynamic blood vessel phantom. As shown in Figs. 10 and 11 , there were image lags that formed arcs similar to two simulated blood vessels after the simulated blood vessel moved in the fluoroscopic images. The image lags appear at the position where the signal appeared in the previous image. Further, we can observe that an image lag of an (first) image lag is also generated. Therefore, the first residual image, closest to the simulated blood vessel, showed up most clearly, while secondary residual images were less distinct. Figures 12 and 13 value of the image lag. As a result, we were able to measure the amount of the image lags and the results are as follows: 0.24 for the same position of the next image (Frame 2), and 0.03 after 2 images (Frame 3). Figure 17 and Table 2 show the results obtained from the fluoroscopic images obtained under conditions with many visual image lags. Compared to the results shown in Table 1 , image lag ratios increased from 0.24 to 0.29.
3.D | Evaluation of image lags using the recursive
filters with different intensities Figure 18 shows the profiles of the moving A, B, D, and F images.
Then, the image lags were quantified (Lag 1, Lag 2) based on the simulated blood vessels (signals) of each moving image from the gray value of the profile. Table 3 shows the results of the quantification. Figure 18 shows no detectable peak for the residual image when no recursive filter is used (A), and that the contrast between the simulated blood vessel and the background is largest in this case. In the F image, with the strongest recursive filter intensity, the noise component was somewhat smaller than in A, and the difference between the background and the simulated blood vessel (signal) gray value was smaller. This also appears in the numerical value as shown in Table 3 .
The noise showing graininess shows that the numerical value decreases as the intensity of the recursive filter increases from A to F. The simulated blood vessel (signal) was 100% in A, and decreased as the intensities of the recursive filter increased from B to F. However, there was no image lag in A, but the residual signal intensity F I G . 8. Plot of motion of blood vessel phantom and a normal coronary artery. F I G . 9. Details of why normal coronary artery and the dynamic blood vessel phantom show similar motion Translational motion was reproduced by shifting the center of rotation of the acrylic disc and that of the simulated blood vessel. gradually increases from B to F in both Lag 1 and Lag 2. Comparing Lag 1 and Lag 2, it is clear that the image lag in Lag 1, which appeared in a position close to the signal in the moving image with the recursive filter, is larger. The same result as in the quantitative evaluation was obtained also when we visually evaluated the moving images separately. In the visual evaluation, seven radiologic technologists evaluated the movement of images from A to B as suitable for clinical use, and three evaluated A to C. Figure 19 shows a still image of the evaluated moving images. With still images, A to F are applicable for clinical use because image lags will not be generated even when the intensity of the recursive filter is changed.
| DISCUSSION
Currently, there are few commercially available phantoms for moving image evaluations. Further, in the phantom used to evaluate moving images, wires rotate like the hands of a clock, and so show motion different from that of actual blood vessels. 9 In summary, when the intensity of the recursive filter is weak, the difference between the gray value of the simulated blood vessel (signal) and the background decreases slightly, a small image lag appears, and the noise level is high. When the intensity of the recursive filter is strong, the difference between the gray value of the background and the simulated blood vessel (signal) decreases, a large image lag appears, and the noise level decreases. It is advantageous to increase the intensity of the recursive filter to reduce the noise of the moving images. The degree to which we can increase the recursive filter strength is limited by the appearance of residual images and the loss of contrast between the simulated vessel and the background at higher filter strengths. Therefore, it is necessary to determine a maximum intensity of the recursive filter within the acceptable range for the image lag.
For this reason, we performed a visual evaluation of the moving and still images from A to F (Fig. 19) to identify an acceptable range of image lags, evaluated by 10 medical radiologists who are engaged in cardiac catheter examinations. Here, seven radiologists evaluated the moving images suitable for clinical use as A to B, and three evaluated it as A to C. In the still image, five radiologists evaluated it as A and B, and five as A to C. The reason for the differences in the evaluations for the moving and still images may be because the impression of the image lag becomes stronger than the noise in the moving image, and the image lag becomes less visible due to the noise in the still image as the simulated blood vessel is a signal of high contrast. This could suggest that in the visual evaluation, and when evaluating the moving image with the still image, it may become impossible to establish a single determination of the qualities of the evaluation something that is generally considered necessary for the image processing.
As discussed above, this dynamic blood vessel phantom makes it possible to evaluate the differences in image quality quantitatively even when different recursive filters are used.
Traditionally, when we adjust image quality in clinical settings, we have to do this gradually to obtain the wished for quality while utilizing the image processing in a manner recommended by the manufacturer.
However, by using the dynamic blood vessel phantom developed in this study, a clinical evaluation during the CAG becomes unnecessary.
Further, as the phantom reproduces the motion of the coronary artery, it enables conducting CAG and PCI in an optimum state where images have been processed and adjusted to the extent that physicians require. The results strongly suggest that physicians and medical staff in charge of CAG and PCI will be able to conduct CAG with confidence using properly processed images.
| CONCLUSION S
In this study, we developed a dynamic blood vessel phantom that reproduces the motion of the coronary artery two-dimensionally 
